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Cosmetic Jar with sifter | Cosmetic Product Packaging - Plastic Bottles Manufacturer | TYH

Cosmetic Jar with sifter manufacturer. Introducing the INHT-1 cosmetic jar with sifter, a highly sought-after cosmetic packaging solution in the beauty and makeup industry. Manufactured by TYH, these empty cosmetic sifter jars cater to the unique demands of beauty or makeup brands. The brand-new loose powder empty jar standard color is Acrylic black cap with clear window, and clear jar which made of AS/PET, known for colorless, transparent and durable; besides, the AS/PET jar allows you to see the color of color powder. Also come with traditional and natural color PE sifter, or with rotating PE sifter.



With its sleek and natural design, the round cosmetic packaging loose powder jar with sifter features an improved regular design and a smooth-opening cap. Loose powder jar sealed well with loose powder dispense that keeps the content fresh. The empty loose powder jar is suite for popular beauty product, such as loose neon pigment or setting powder jar.



TYH is not only a cosmetic packaging loose powder jar factory, but also boasts extensive experience in plastic injection and OEM services. In addition to the production of cosmetic jars, TYH offers various services including mold design and development, injection coloring, metallization, spray printing, hot stamping, silk screen printing, and cosmetic jar packaging design. Visit the TYH website now to explore our wide range of beautiful loose powder jars and attract more attention to your brand. TYH is a high-quality Cosmetic Jar with sifter, Cosmetic Jar with sifter manufacturer from Taiwan since 1984. TYH Container Enterprise Co., Ltd., established in 1984, is a professional manufacturer of cosmetic containers. We committed to delivering excellent service and products. The integration of development, modern manufacturing techniques, and strict quality control makes TYH apart from its competitors for over thirty years. We consistently provide unmatched quality and customer satisfaction at competitive prices to our global customers.
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Cosmetic Jar with sifter / TYH Container Enterprise Co., Ltd is a manufacturer of Cosmetic Packaging, Plastic products in Taiwan with professional R&D and Technical Team.
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Cosmetic Jar with sifter

INHT-1 (SAN/PET)

Introducing the INHT-1 cosmetic jar with sifter, a highly sought-after cosmetic packaging solution in the beauty and makeup industry. Manufactured by TYH, these empty cosmetic sifter jars cater to the unique demands of beauty or makeup brands. The brand-new loose powder empty jar standard color is Acrylic black cap with clear window, and clear jar which made of AS/PET, known for colorless, transparent and durable; besides, the AS/PET jar allows you to see the color of color powder. Also come with traditional and natural color PE sifter, or with rotating PE sifter.

With its sleek and natural design, the round cosmetic packaging loose powder jar with sifter features an improved regular design and a smooth-opening cap. Loose powder jar sealed well with loose powder dispense that keeps the content fresh. The empty loose powder jar is suite for popular beauty product, such as loose neon pigment or setting powder jar.

TYH is not only a cosmetic packaging loose powder jar factory, but also boasts extensive experience in plastic injection and OEM services. In addition to the production of cosmetic jars, TYH offers various services including mold design and development, injection coloring, metallization, spray printing, hot stamping, silk screen printing, and cosmetic jar packaging design. Visit the TYH website now to explore our wide range of beautiful loose powder jars and attract more attention to your brand.



Inquire Now


Specification
	Available Capacity : 3ml, 4ml, 6ml, 12ml and 20ml.
	Standard Color(3ml-20ml) : PMMA or ABS White / Black Round Cap + PMMA Clear Middle Cap + (PE Translucent Sifter + Clear Sticker) + AS / PET Clear Round Jar

	ITEM NO.	DIMENSION	VOLUME	REMARKS
	INH03T-1	D 30 x H 19 mm	3 ml / 0.11 oz	3 Hole Sifter
	ZINH04T-1	D 38 x H 22 mm	4 ml / 0.14 oz	3 Hole Sifter, 7 Hole Rotating Sifter
	ZINH06T-1	D 38 x H 22 mm	6 ml / 0.21 oz	3 Hole Sifter, 7 Hole Rotating Sifter
	ZINH12T-1	D 50 x H 22 mm	12 ml / 0.42 oz	20 Hole Sifter, 15 Hole Rotating Sifter
	ZINH20T-1	D 50 x H 28 mm	20 ml / 0.71 oz	20 Hole Sifter, 15 Hole Rotating Sifter



	Video
	SAN Cosmetic Jar With Sifter
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Loose Powder Jar
INH (SAN/PET)


For beauty or makeup brands of unique demand, INH cosmetic jar with sifter is one of the popular...

Details
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Loose Powder Case
INHT (SAN/PET)


INHT cosmetic jar with sifter is one of the popular cosmetic packaging jar from TYH empty cosmetic...

Details
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Cosmetic Jar with sifter | Cosmetic Product Packaging - Plastic Bottles Manufacturer | TYH
Located in Taiwan since 1984, TYH Container Enterprise Co., Ltd. has been a cosmetic packaging bottles and jars manufacturer. Their main plastic cosmetic packaging products, include Cosmetic Jar with sifter, Airless Bottles, Cosmetic Spray Bottles, Transparent Cosmetic Containers, Skin Care Cream Jars, Dispenser Pumps, Make-up Loose Powder Jars and Refillable Cosmetic Bottles, which provides one-stop design and manufacturing services in order to meet international quality standards.
TYH Container Enterprise Co., Ltd., established in 1984, is a professional manufacturer of cosmetic containers. We committed to delivering excellent service and products. The integration of development, modern manufacturing techniques, and strict quality control makes TYH apart from its competitors for over thirty years. We consistently provide unmatched quality and customer satisfaction at competitive prices to our global customers. The integration of cosmetic container development, modern manufacturing techniques, and strict quality control makes TYH apart from its competitors for over thirty years.
TYH has been offering customers high-quality cosmetic packaging bottles and jars, both with advanced technology and 38 years of experience, TYH ensures each customer's demands are met.
TYH welcomes you to view our cosmetic packaging products Airless Bottle, Cosmetic Bottle, Cream Jar, Color Cosmetic Pot, Loose Powder Jar, Ampoule Bottle, Bottle Cap, Plastic Pump, Inner plug, Glass Bottle and feel free to Contact Us.





Have any question or need any business consultation?


Contact Now!!
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Our Address

No. 50, Wuguang Rd., Wuri Dist., Taichung City 41470, Taiwan						(+886) 4-2337-3062						(+886) 4-2337-8155						tyh@tyhcontainer.com                      

Latest News
	Bio Taiwan Taipei International Healthcare & Medical...

27 Jul, 2023
	Bio Taiwan Taipei International Healthcare & Medical...

04 Nov, 2021
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